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The Baloch of Iran: A demographic profile (1979-2012)

Ahmad Reza Taheri /

Iran
Researcher, Institute for Iranian Historical Studies /
Institut Supérieur d’Etudes Historiques sur l’Iran
Visiting Assistant Professor at Vellayat University in Balochestan of Iran

Abstract
The question of the “Iranian Baloch in the Islamic
Republic” is one of the least researched areas in
the Middle Eastern studies. Therefore, the purpose
of this article is to present one aspect of this theme,
the demographic profile of the contemporary
Iranian Baloch. In order to discuss the
demographic profile of the Baloch, the present
study focuses on three issues: Baloch population,
Baloch education and Baloch occupation under the
Islamic Republic of Iran.
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Balochestan is a huge land populated mainly by
the Baloch261 who represent around fifteen million
people dispersed in Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan.262
The land is situated in three countries: Southwestern
Afghanistan, Southeastern Iran, and Western Pakistan.
In Iran, it is officially known as the province of Sistan
va Balochestan, bordering Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Sistan is located in the north and Balochestan in the
south. Balochestan alone is one of the largest regions in
Iran. It approximately consists of six percent of the area
of the country with an estimated population of four
million. The overwhelming majority of Baloch are
traditional who belong to the Sunni sect of Islam.
From the metropolitan and public utility point of
view, Chabahar, Iranshahr, Saravan, Khash, and
Zahedan are relatively the better developed cities of
Iranian Balochestan. Nevertheless, Balochestan is falling
behind with the rest of the country; government studies
testify to this fact.263 The differences, for example, are
261

There are two different ways of the word’s pronunciation:
“Baloch” and “Baluch”. Both pronunciations are used
interchangeably in the literature.
262
According to official estimations of Pakistan and Afghan
governments, close to 7 million Baloch live in Pakistan, and
around 600,000 live in Afghanistan. Besides, many Baloch live
in the Gulf States, in some parts of Africa like Kenya and
Tanzania, and several communities of Baloch also live in India,
Europe and North America.
263
All major government sources believe that Balochestan is the
most undeveloped part of Iran. The following Persian references
of the Sazman-e Modiriat va Barnamehrizi (Management and
Planning Organization) are only a few instances to be noted:
Barasi-e Siasatha va Barnamehay-e Toswse’eh-ye Sistan va
Balochestan (No.78, 1988-97). Barnamehay-e Bolandmodat-e
011

obvious in public services, educational facilities,
sanitation policies, power and water supplies, and
transportation networks.
As shall be discussed in the following sections,
the Iranian Baloch hardly can shape three percent of the
country’s population. Majority of Baloch lack standard
education, many are unemployed, some work in private
or quasi-public corporations, and only a few enjoy
senior positions in government.
The Baloch population
According to the reports of the Administration
and Planning Organization of Sistan va Balochestan, the
population of the province (Sistan va Balochistan) in
1996 was 1,722,579. 264 The province, according to a
2007official report, has had a population of 2,240,000.
265
However, this figure does not accurately indicate the
actual Baloch population of Iran. It is almost impossible
to give a precise figure for the actual Iranian Baloch
population. There are three factors responsible for the
lack of such accurate information.
First, the different central governments of Iran
did not include any ethnic identity in the census reports.
Towse’eh-ye Sistan va Balochestan (No. 64, 1997). Bank-eEtelaati-e Sistan va Balochestan, (2004). Arzyabi-e Barnamy-e
Sevom-e Towse’eh-ye Sistan va Balochestan (No. 120, 2004).
264
Bank-e-Etelaati-e Sistan va Balochestan (Sazman-e Modiriat
va Barnamehrizi, Zahedan-2004), p. 60.
265
See, the official website of Sistan va Balochestan Province,
sbportal.ir/home-en.html. Also, see, the website of Governor
General Office of Sistan va Balochestan, the population section,
sb-ostan.ir
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So, the Baloch were not an exception. It has been the
policy of the Islamic Republic as well. To depict Iran as
a "nation state" rather than a "multi-national state" is
considered to be the main reason.
Second, earlier on, during the Qajar period
(1794-1925), Balochestan was part of Kerman, it was
known as Kerman va Balochestan Province.
Subsequently, Balochestan was attached to Sistan, thus,
forming Balochestan va Sistan Province or Sistan va
Balochestan Province as it is officially called today.
Therefore, being attached to and amalgamated with
another region’s population has made the task pretty
difficult to figure out the exact population of the Baloch
in Iran.
Third, Balochestan itself especially after the
1979 revolution remained to be home to the non-Baloch.
Presently, more than 30 percent of the residents are nonBaloch.
Combined together, these three factors have
prevented scholars from taking precise census report of
Iranian Baloch population.
As a result, different sources often present unreliable
accounts on Iranian Baloch population. Despite that,
however, there have been quite a few convincing
assessments. A study published in 2000, for example,
presents a more reliable account. In this respect,
Mohammad Hassan Hoseinbor, an Iranian Baloch
academician, writes that, “A comparison of the earlier
estimates of 6 to 7.5 million with the most recent figures
indicates a ten-fold increase in the population of Iran
between 1892 and the 1976 – 92. Therefore, if one
012

assumes that Baloch population had also multiplied by
the same ratio during the same period, the population of
Iranian Baloch should be 2.5 million. To this, one
should add an estimated 500,000 Baloch population
scattered in other parts of Iran mainly in Khorasan
particularly in Birjand, Turbatjam, Sarakhs, and Gorgan.
Even if one accepts the figure given by Curzon’s Persian
source, the total Baloch population of Iran would be
close to 3 million. But, if one leaves room for
underestimation by such a source, the Baloch population
would be between 3 to 4 million.” 266
Taking into account the gap of twelve years
(2000-12, since the study was published) and having
into consideration the Balochi culture of maintaining
large families, the present figure today might exceed the
Hoseinbor’s figure. The Iranian Baloch population has
been estimated between 3.5 to 4.5 million. However,
this estimation can also include the foreign based Iranian
Baloch; those who live in the neighboring states, in
Gulf, in Europe, and in America. 267
The educational status of Baloch
A government report in 2004 shows that the total
number of students including those of kindergartens,
primary schools, guidance schools, high schools, and
pre-university institutions in Sistan va Balochestan have
266

Hoseinbor Mohammad Hassan, Iran and Its Nationalities: the
Case of Baloch Nationalism, (Adab Publications, Karachi, 2000),
pp.109-110.
267
Interviews were taken (by the author) from the Baloch
Student Union at the University of Sistan va Balochestan and
from a number of Baloch faculties or academicians of different
universities in Balochestan, (JAN and FEB 2011, Zahedan).
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been 553,721 out of which 305,921 have been male
students and 247,800 have been female students, who
have studied at 5,800 educational institutions in 22,622
educational classes. The number of school teachers at
different aforementioned levels has been 22,776. 268
The number of higher educational institutions
including universities in Sistan va Balochistan has been
reported to be 17 in 2004. 269 Reports show that between
2003 and 2004 there have been 5,730 students at
graduation and post-graduation (master) levels only in
the Islamic Azad University of Zahedan. 270 In the same
period, there have been 14,718 students in the
University of Sistan va Balochestan in Zahedan,
studying at graduation and post-graduation levels in
different disciplines. In the same university, the total
number of the faculty members has been around 350
people. 271
However, for the same reason noted earlier in
the “Baloch population”, the aforementioned official
statistics does not represent the actual number of Baloch
students in the country. Most of the students particularly

268

Interview with Ghulam Reza Jafari (the head of Education
Organization of the province of Sistan va Balochestan) by
Eghtesad-e Asia (Economy of Asia), monthly international
economic news bulletin of Sistan va Balochestan (No. 458, 2004,
Deghaat Publication, Mashhad), p. 66.
269
Bank-e-Etelaati-e Sistan va Balochestan, no. 5, p. 267.
270
Interview with Moosa Shahbakhsh (Head of the Islamic Azad
University, Zahedan), no. 9, p. 60.
271
Ibid. (Ahmad Akbari, Chancellor of the Sistan va Balochestan
University), p. 48.
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those who belong to the higher institutions are either
from Sistan or from other cities of Iran.
Actually, the total number of Baloch students is
much less than what was presented by these official
reports. The reason is historical. Under the regime of
Pahlavi, for example, the overwhelming majority of
Baloch in Iran lacked proper education. The illiterate
Baloch were mainly from the middle or old age citizens.
With reference to (Baloch) women during this period it
is pitiful to note that the number of the educated women
with academic education hardly had reached ten
people.272
Balochestan of Iran like that of Pakistan,
unfortunately, holds the highest rate of illiteracy in the
country. According to Naser Askari, an Iranian writer,
“no single Baloch student was enrolled in any institution
of higher education in the period of 1955-65 when two
or three students were admitted. Thereafter, four
students were admitted in 1966 and five in 1967.” 273
But, the 1970s witness a change which led to the
establishment of two institutions of higher education in
Balochestan. Teacher Training College of Zahedan and
University of Balochestan (today, it is officially known
as University of Sistan va Balochestan) founded in 1972
and 1973 respectively. As a result, a number of qualified
272

Interview (by the author) with Hava Rahmani, one of the first
educated Baloch woman in Iran, (Shahrak-e Gharb, Tehran, DEC
2007).
273
Askari Naser, Moghadameh-e bar Shenakht-e Ostan-e Sistan
va Balochestan, (Donyaye-e Danesh Publications, Tehran) p.
209.
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Baloch registered themselves at the graduation level. In
the academic year of 1972-73, there were 198 students
enrolled at the Teacher Training College.274 By 1978,
University of Balochestan had a student body of 450. 275
Yet, majority of these students were non-Baloch
immigrants. 276 The total number of the Baloch
university students during 1972-79 was estimated to be
around 130 individuals.277
It was only in the last decade of Pahlavi
monarchy (1970s) that Mohammad Reza Shah took a
relatively moderate approach towards the Baloch. The
regime facilitated a way for the young Baloch to pursue
their studies. In his trip to Balochestan, for example,
Amir Abass Hovida, then Prime Minister of Iran, moved
to the interest of Baloch. Around one hundred Baloch
school-teachers were allowed to freely register
themselves at Tarbiayat-e Moaalem University; a step
that sharply increased the number of the educated
Baloch in Iran. 278
274

Harrison, Selig S, In Afghanistan’s Shadow: Baloch
Nationalism and Soviet Temptations, (New York, Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, 1981), p. 102.
275
Iran Year Book (1977), Kayhan Research Associates, Tehran,
1977, p. 548.
276
Hoseinbor M Hassan, no. 7, p. 117.
277
This estimate is based on the interviews (taken by the author
in March 2003 and August 2006 respectively) from Ghulam
Mohammad Khanzai (sociopolitical expert on Baloch issue
based in Karachi) and Pir Mohammad Mollazehi (sociopolitical
expert on Baloch question at Iran’s State Television Agency in
Tehran). Both have been involved in post 1970 sociopolitical
developments in Iranian Balochestan.
278
Taheri Ahmad Reza, The Baloch in post-Islamic Revolution
Iran: A Political Study (Ajay-e Copiers, Pune, April 2010), p. 45.
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Subsequently, after the revolution of 1979, the
government's overall educational policies helped the
Baloch to educate themselves. In this regard, the
konkoor test (National University Entrance Exam)
became less competitive and more formal. Besides, the
number of higher educational institutions increased. This
development happened particularly from the beginning
of the third decade (1999-2009) of the Islamic Republic
onwards which in turn has multiplied the number of the
educated Baloch. Presently, there are more than 24
higher educational institutions and universities in
Balochestan of Iran: at least six universities in Zahedan,
four in Iranshahr, four in Chabahar, three in Saravan,
three in Khash, two in Nikshahr, one in Sarbaz, and one
in Sooran. In 2008, Abdol Hossain Sajadi, former
farmandar (city governor) of Saravan, had stated that
“Close to 4500 students had been studying at graduation
level in twenty five disciplines at three universities in
Saravan.” 279 Around 95 percent of these students were
Baloch. In 2012, when the issue was discussed with a
number of concerned local officials, a good account
came into light. The latest calculation shows that the
total number of Baloch students including those who
study outside Iran range from 17000 to 18000. 280
At this writing, however, still the majority of
Baloch need basic education. Although both public and
279

Sajadi S A Hossain, Rooznameh Zahedan (Year 09, No. 1231,
03 August 2008).
280
Interviews (by the author) with the heads of Saravan
universities: Rahmati heading Payam-e Noor, Taheri heading
Agriculture, and Nusratzahi heading Azad, (Saravan, May 2008 May 2010).
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private schools such as Nehzatt-e Savad Amoozi are
trying to literate the illiterate families by providing them
with basic education, Baloch have not been able to keep
up with the rest of the Iranians. There are several
reasons responsible for the educational backwardness of
the Baloch in Iran.
Firstly, this land and its people throughout their
history had been mostly involved in wars and battles
with different rulers. In such atmosphere, zero chances
were available for the Baloch to think of education. As a
result, backwardness in education had dominated
Balochestan. The problem continued under the Pahlavi
monarchy. Equally important, has been the presence of
the conventional concepts of the dominating class (tribal
chiefs and Sunni clerics) in the society, which must not
be overlooked.
Secondly, "the Baloch common opinion" implies
that in the Sunni populated areas like Balochestan,
government makes discrimination between the Sunni
and the Shia or between the Baloch and the non-Baloch.
Many Baloch youth are reluctant to pursue their
education, claiming that those Baloch holding high
educational qualifications are not treated equally. So,
why they bother themselves and follow the long route of
education when they will not be going to occupy
government positions.
The third reason which can be applied to all and
not to the Baloch alone has been the strict rules for
graduation and post-graduation courses prescribed by
the central government. The konkoor test and gozinesh
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(religious interviews) are the two discouraging
examples.
The fourth reason is related to the issue of
scholarship or lack of financial support to the Baloch.
Usually, the Baloch scholars would pursue their higher
studies without government scholarship. In the last 33
years, only a few Baloch had received scholarships from
the government. These Baloch whose number reaches
around ten individuals have been mainly from the
following universities: Sistan va Balochestan,
Daryanavardi Chabahar, and Vellayat (formerly known
as Iranshahr).
These four issues determine that why Baloch so
far have been educationally weak. But, hopefully, in
recent years, government has eased some of its
educational policies; facilitating the way for the Iranian
youth including the Baloch to pursue higher education.
For example, the knokoor test has become a formality.
Besides, a number of universities such as the
International University of Chabahar and the
international branch of Sistan va Balochestan University
have been established in Chabahar, where the qualified
Baloch can apply for admission without facing strict
rules and regulations. The effect of worldwide
technological
developments,
globalization,
and
communications has also reached the Baloch society
which has led to “relative awareness” on the side of the
Baloch. Today, waves of Baloch students including the
girls are rushing towards the universities not only in the
province but also all over the country, even abroad.

011

The occupational position of the Baloch
Majority of Baloch are unemployed, many work
in private or quasi-public corporations, some occupy
low or medium level offices in government, and only
few enjoy senior positions in public institutions. In
comparison with the non-Baloch Shia, Baloch neither
hold a leading position in the center nor a decisive role
in the province. The atmosphere can be vividly felt in
the entire mechanism of the Islamic state. Whatever, in
order to specifically understand what the Baloch are
really involved with, a general detailed account of their
occupational status is presented in the following manner.
Firstly, the overwhelming majority of Baloch
had been engaged in agriculture and husbandry. Until
the last decade, this business used to be a source of
income for many. In 1956, in Iranshahr, 88 percent of
the population had been engaged in cultivation and
farming. The government's reports show that (in 1986)
in Sistan va Balochestan, 93,368 individuals were
involved in agricultural activities. In 1996, according to
the same reports, 104,386 people (33.1 percent) had
been engaged in agriculture. 281 Today, however,
agriculture does not play a decisive role in the life of the
Baloch. Many have left agriculture and migrated to more
developed cities in search of better income. According
to a 2004 report of Iran’s Planning and Administration
Organization, roughly speaking, from 1990 onwards, the
role of agricultural sector in absorbing the human
resource has reduced considerably.282
Presently,
281
282

Bank-e-Etelaati-e Sistan va Balochestan, no. 5, p. 382.
Ibid.
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agricultural production fails to meet the domestic food
requirements, making substantial imports necessary.
Backwardness in agriculture, as a matter of fact, has
been resulted from the following factors: shortage of
water, drought which has damaged the life and business
of farmers over the last 25 years, traditional economy,
and most importantly lack of effective government
policy to the agricultural sector.
Secondly, Baloch are also active in fishing. This
is particularly true with those living in the vicinity of the
Oman Sea or in and around Chabahar. In Pasabandar,
for example, fishing is the main occupation, close to 90
percent of the people are engaged in the business.
Similarly, in Briss around 90 percent of Baloch earn
their livelihood through fishing. In Hamidigah, almost
80 percent of the Baloch are involved in fishing
business. 283 Unlike the agricultural sector which failed
to absorb the locals, the fishing industry has relatively
remained to be a better source of income.
Thirdly, Baloch are also active in manual skills
such as pottery, mat weaving, carpet weaving, tent
weaving, sack weaving, needle lace, and so on. Most of
these Balochi traditional arts, at times, would attract the
national and even international attention. In needle
work, workers skillfully apply the Balochi design on
Balochi women clothes. The same beautiful designs
today have attracted the attention of many in the world
right from the ordinary people to the cultural elite, such
283

Afrakhteh Hassan, Naghsh-e Chabahar dar Naahieh-e
Saaheli-e Jonoob-e Sharghi-e Iran (Vaghefi Publications,
Mashhad 1996), pp. 75-76.
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as actors and singers. Stitching up the design to
maantous (black Islamic dress made compulsory for
women in Iran after the 1979) for example, becomes
fashion for many Iranian girls in Tehran and for few in
India, Europe, and America.
But, unfortunately, no attention has been paid to
this art or other Balochi performing arts by Iranian
concerned authorities. Lack of government support often
would be highlighted right after the death of unknown
Baloch artists. In 2012, for example, Mahtab Norozi was
considered the best Baloch woman in the art of Balochi
needle work. Ironically, the old lady struggled a lot to
get her social security insurance or pension. She failed
to receive pension from concerned local institutions in
Balochestan till she could no longer continue the needle
working, because of her illness which, finally led to her
death. In a word, although the Balochi handicrafts are
unique, the profession generates low income for the
handicraft workers. It is not enough to meet the basic
requirements of life.
Fourthly, as pointed earlier, Baloch are also
employed in semi-governmental or private sector:
construction business, wholesale trade, retail trade,
transportation, financial services, and educational
institutions. Those who would not tolerate the state
regulations or would find it impossible to put up with
the discriminatory policies usually prefer to quit. Some
would settle and work abroad. In this case, most of the
foreign based Baloch are engaged in poorly paid
occupations. However, just few Baloch enjoy senior
positions in government. These Baloch occupy some
governorate, directorate, executive, and municipality
122

offices in Balochestan. 284 Yet, the Baloch have never
been able to occupy sensitive and decisive government
positions such as: ambassadorship, ministership,
governorship, and the intelligence offices. The last 33
years of rule under the Islamic Republic can
demonstrate this situation. The main reason lies in the
ideological differences between the ruling Shia (Jafari
Ethna Ashari) and the Sunni Baloch. The discriminatory
practices have been inspired by few articles in the
constitution of the Islamic Republic where they refer to
the qualifications necessary for the highest political
positions (leadership and presidency) in Iran. 285
In the academic fields, Baloch hold a low profile
as well. According to official records, for example, out
of 365 faculties (2010-11) at Sistan va Balochestan
University only 14 individuals have been hailing from
Balochestan.286
Another official report (2011-12)
indicates that there have been just eight Baloch faculties

284

The followings are some examples: Mansoor Gamshadzahi
(1992-95), Mohammad Akbar Chakarzahi (2006-10), and
Hedayatollah Mirmoradzahi (2010-11) served as the governors
of Nikshahr city. Azim Shabakhsh headed the Iranshahar Higher
Educational Center (2006-09), Kher Mohammad Nooraie (200308) and Naser Nosratzahi (2008-11) headed Azad University
(Saravan branch), and Mohammad Reza Taheri (2004-10) head
Saravan Agriculture Faculty.
285
See the Articles 12 and 115, for example, the Constitution of
the Islamic Republic of Iran (with all amendments up to 1989),
translated by M.Z. Samimi Kia, Office of Print & Distribution of
D.G.S.L.R.
286
“Aazaaye Heait-e Elmi-e Daneshgah-e Sistan va
Balochestan”, 2010-2011, at usb.ac.ir
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at the University of Azad in Saravan. 287 A 2012 review
also shows that the total number of Baloch academic
members at different universities in Iran has been close
to eighty. 288 In the same year, according to another
assessment, the total number of Baloch Ph.D. holders,
both inside and outside country, has reached a figure of
sixty to eighty. 289 The number of Baloch faculties is so
insignificant that it cannot be compared with those of
other Iranian groups such as the Sistanis, Kurds and
Turks.
Fifthly, the Baloch are involved in trade and
commercial activities too. Since Balochestan is situated
in a strategic location, trade and commerce are good
sources of income for many Baloch. The economy of
Balochestan, to some extent, resides in the hands of the
wealthy Baloch. But, because of strict government
policies on custom duties, most of the merchants or
businessmen bypass the custom rules by getting
themselves into unauthorized trade. For example, from
Balochestan they export Iranian products like fruits,
flour, cement, petrol, and gasoline, and from the
neighboring countries like Pakistan and the Gulf, they
287

“Aazaaye Heait-e Elmi-e Daneshgah-e Azad-e Saravan”,
2011-2012, at iausaravan.ac.ir
288
Information about the number of faculty members at
different universities in Iran is available at the websites of the
universities. Since the number of the Baloch faculties is quite
few, and since they are in contact with the Baloch society, they
can be easily found in Iran.
289
Since the number of highly educated Baloch is few, mostly
know each other. So, this information is based on various
interviews (by the author in 2011-2012) with a number of Iranian
Baloch academicians.
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import electronic equipments, seasonal fruits, and other
supplies. In the markets of Zahedan most of the
imported goods that enter the city do not meet the
custom regulations. In Nobandian, a town nearby
Chabahar, for instance, close to half of the working
population is illegally engaged in trade; few import
goods like cigarette via the Oman Sea. As a result of
illegal business, some Baloch have become rich, through
money-laundering owning big businesses including
hotels, factories, and petrol stations both in Iran and
abroad (Pakistan, United Arab Emirate, Bahrain,
Kuwait, etc).
And, finally, it is unfortunate to note that Baloch
are being projected as drug traffickers. Generally, the
common Iranians especially those who lack enough
knowledge about the Baloch, look upon them as drug
dealers. This impression is because of three main
reasons. First, it has the support of mass media in Iran.
Several film directors have produced a number of
movies in which Baloch have been projected as drugsmugglers. Second, it is because of Balochestan’s
geographic location. It is next to Afghanistan where
opium is grown and close to Pakistan where heroin is
produced. Hence, Balochestan is situated on the
smuggling routes where international mafias often seek
the help of Baloch who happen to be familiar with the
smuggling routes for transportation of narcotics; a great
number of the drug traffickers are the non Baloch
mafias. Third, such attitude also stems from the vested
interest for institutional or political gains. However,
though this description does not suit the majority of
Baloch, for some it can be an important source of
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income. They consider drug trafficking as a fast and
short way towards wealth.

Concluding Comments
The Iranian central government never included
the ethnic minorities like the Baloch into its census
reports. To depict Iran as a "nation state" rather than a
"multi-national state" is considered to be the main
reason. Nevertheless, independent estimations indicate
that the present Iranian Baloch population may reach
between 3.5 to 4.5 million.
Compared to the pre-Islamic revolution period,
the number of the educated Baloch in post-Islamic
revolution particularly in the third decade of the Islamic
Republic increased considerably. In a way, the educated
Baloch are the product of the Islamic Republic. Yet,
many Baloch families still need basic education.
Majority of Baloch lack standard academic education.
The majority of the Baloch are unemployed,
some work in private or quasi-public corporations, and
only a few enjoy senior government positions. In the
history of Iran, Baloch have not been able to occupy
high ranking sensitive positions such as ambassadorship,
governorship, and ministership. This unfair treatment in
public employment has been resulted mainly from the
ideological differences between the ‘Sunni Baloch’ and
the ‘non-Baloch Shia’.290
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Unfair treatment in public employment or discrimination
between ‘Sunni Baloch’ and ‘non-Baloch Shia’ is acknowledged
121

even by many government officials. But, some high ranking
government authorities (names withheld for security reasons)
whom I interviewed (August 2011, Ministry of Science &
Technology, Tehran) believe that the issue of “Baloch’s unfair
treatment in public employment” has nothing to do with central
government’s policies, rather “the narrow minded local
provincial
authorities
themselves
are
behind
the
discriminations”.
121
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